From the Section Co-Presidents

We wanted to take this opportunity to highlight some of the section’s activities this year: Most obviously, this year’s meeting of the APSA is coming up soon—we hope to have a chance to see you all in Washington D.C. Our section has an exceptional and broad ranging list of twenty-eight (!) panels at this year’s conference, thanks to the efforts of our section co-chairs, Dara Strolovitch and Arturo Vega. We encourage REP members to sit in on these, not only to get a glimpse of cutting-edge research in our field of study, but also because our attendance at these panels helps determine next year’s allocation of panels to our section.

Please plan to attend the section’s business meeting, which will be held on Friday, September 3rd, at 12:15pm, in Marriott Wardman Park, Maryland A. In addition to voting on our nominating committee’s selection of candidates for the section’s officers, we will be continuing the conversation about the section’s possible relationship with new and/or existing race and ethnic politics journals. This discussion was initiated at last year’s business meeting, and has continued through APSA Connect, which recently set up a listserve for use by REP members.

You can access the listserve on APSA Connect by logging in to My APSA, and then clicking on “APSA Connect” on the upper right corner of the page that appears. This will take you to your profile page. On the left you will see a list of discussion groups you can participate in. If you click on “Race, Ethnicity and Politics section” this will display the discussion thread so far. Even if you haven’t logged in through the APSA site, REP members receive the posts to the discussion so far as emails. Apart from the journal discussion, the REP list on APSA Connect can be used for other conversations, and can be tailored so that it’s limited to a subset of REP members if that is more convenient. Of course, the section’s new Facebook page is also a good place for general discussion, posting current events, and celebrating achievements. In short, it’s another tool for communication among REP members.  

*This title is borrowed from the Newsreel film about militant Black autoworkers in Detroit during the 1960s.
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The section’s reception will be held on Saturday, September 4th, beginning at 7:15pm, in Marriott Wardman Park, Maryland B, with hors d’oeuvres and a cash bar. At this year’s reception we expect to honor the recipients of this year’s dissertation and book prizes, and to celebrate the many achievements and successes of our section’s members. We will also take a few minutes to remember Njeri Jackson, a founding member of the section, fine colleague and friend to many of us, who passed away recently. Please join us at this year’s reception.

The REP section is also helping to sponsor a reception to recognize women of color in the profession, organized by the Women’s Caucus of the APSA and the Section for Women and Politics Research. This year’s reception is being held on Thursday, September 2nd, from 7:00pm to 9pm at the Marriott Wardman Park’s Salon 1. In addition, keep in mind that there are a number of other receptions that will be of interest to REP’s members, including receptions by the Asian Pacific American Caucus (Marriott Tyler, Friday September 3, 7:30pm to 9:00pm) and the Latino Caucus in Political Science (Marriott Hoover, Friday September 3, 7:30pm to 9:00pm).

The success of the Race, Ethnicity and Politics section is due in no small part to the dedication of a broad group of scholars who have volunteered for the section on top of all of their other responsibilities. Our thanks goes out to them, and to all of you, for making this section work. To those of you who haven’t yet, or would like to again, we invite you to serve as well in whatever capacity to keep this section active and growing. We look forward to seeing you all in the nation’s capitol in September!
The APSA Latino Caucus

The APSA Latino Caucus had a very good year. In October 2009, we co-hosted the National Conference on Latino Politics, Power, & Policy at Brown University. The day-long meeting featured a variety of papers using the new Latino National Survey to explore various aspects of Latino attitudes and behavior, and an edited volume featuring some of the strongest papers is currently in production. On March 31, just before the Western Political Science Association meeting, we co-hosted a Latino Politics Workshop in cooperation with the WPSA Committee on the Status of Latinas y Latinos in the Profession. The event featured a lively discussion of the 2010 Census and redistricting, a panel of graduate student research, and a discussion of Sonia Garcia et al.’s 2008 book, *Políticas*.

In addition, the Caucus has several exciting events planned for this year’s annual meeting. On Wednesday, Sept. 1, the Caucus is hosting a Short Course on Latino Politics, from noon-5pm. The event will feature a presentation by Mark Hugo Lopez from the Pew Hispanic Center, a discussion of Cristina Beltrán’s forthcoming book *The Trouble with Unity*, as well as a presentation by Roberto Lovato of the Basta Dobbs campaign and Presente.org. In addition, the Caucus has three panels scheduled for the annual meeting. The first, on Thursday, Sept. 2 at 8am, focuses on coalitions and intersectionality (LC-2). Later that day, at 2pm, is the Caucus panel on Latino Political Thought (LC-1). And on Friday, Sept. 3 at 2pm is our New Directions panel, featuring work by young scholars (LC-3). We will hold our business meeting on Friday, Sept. 3 at 6:15pm and our reception at 7:30 pm.
The Committee on the Status of Blacks in the Profession

The Committee on the Status of Blacks in the Profession is one of the standing committees of the American Political Science Association (http://apsanet.org/content_3688.cfm).

The current members are Clarissa Peterson and Robert (Bob) Starks (Co-Chairs), Claudine Gay, Alice Jackson, Eric McDaniel, and Valeria Sinclair-Chapman. The committee provides periodic reports to APSA on issues of concern to African Americans in the profession. In response to the findings of the article which appeared in PS: Political Science & Politics, —Survey of African American Portrayal in Introductory Textbooks in American Government/Politics: A Report of the APSA Standing Committee on the Status of Blacks in the Profession, the committee has taken on several initiatives. This article uncovered the overwhelming problems with the way that American Government textbooks cover race. As a result, the committee continues to create a list of consultants to provide textbook authors and publishers. The committee is also connecting with the authors and publishers to pursue a dialogue on how the textbooks might become more inclusive. To this end the committee has invited several publishers and authors to the 2010 meeting to have a conversation about these textbooks. These meetings will continue over the next few years.

The committee continues to address the low number of Black faculty members at the annual meeting of APSA and is undergoing efforts to increase Black membership. Moreover, the committee hopes to increase the number of Black members who participate in the governance of APSA.

Finally, in honor of the late Linda Faye Williams, the CSBP hopes to propose a mentoring award for faculty members. We hope to increase the number of faculty members who become mentors and award them for their hard work. The committee is working on the details and proposal. We invite REP members to sign up for the Mentoring Initiative, administered via the APSA website. or send an email to the Educational, Professional and Minority Initiative Office at mentoring@apsanet.org.
The Asian Pacific American Caucus

The Asian Pacific American Caucus (APAC) is sponsoring two panels this year. Please help support APAC by attending these panels:

- **Friday Sept. 3rd**: Shifting Currents of Asian American Politics
  2:00 PM-3:45 p.m., in Marriott Wardman Park, Taft
- **Saturday Sept. 4th**: Citizenship, Panethnicity, and Racial Formation
  2:00 PM-3:45 p.m., in Marriott Wardman Park, Hilton Columbia

Details on the panels may be found at [http://www.apsanet.org/mtgs/program_2010/relgrouppanels.cfm](http://www.apsanet.org/mtgs/program_2010/relgrouppanels.cfm), click on link to “Asian American Caucus”.

**BUSINESS MEETING**: The yearly APAC business meeting will be held on **Friday Sept. 3rd, 6:15-7:15 p.m.** This meeting is open to anyone interested in learning about APAC’s work, which includes encouraging original research on Asian Americans. APAC is especially interested in helping young scholars find avenues to present their work and develop their careers. One new item to be discussed is the formation of a Status committee for Asian American and Pacific Islanders as a part of the Western Political Science Association. The business meeting will be held at the Marriott Wardman Park, Buchanan Room.

**RECEPTION**: Please join us at our reception, hosted with the Committee on the Status of Asian Pacific Americans in Political Science, immediately following the APAC business meeting, on **Friday Sept. 3rd, 7:30-9:00 p.m.** APAC members will celebrate publications authored by several of its members, including: Christian Collet and Pei-te Lien’s new edited volume, *The Transnational Politics of Asian Americans* (2009, Temple); Andrew Aoki and Okiyoshi Takeda’s *Asian American Politics* (2008, Polity) the first undergraduate textbook on Asian American politics; and Michael Liu, Kim Geron, and Tracy Lai’s *The Snake Dance of Asian American Activism* (2008, Lexington).


Proceeds from a silent auction of recent publications on Asian Americans will be used for APAC business expenses in the coming year.

The reception will be held at the Marriott Wardman Park, Buchanan Room.
Report from the Indigenous Studies Network

At the 2009 Annual Meeting, the Indigenous Studies Network (ISN) sponsored a panel entitled “Examining Indigenous Rights, Identities, and Governance Through Native and Non-Native Frameworks.” ISN hosted a business meeting and was part of a well attended and diverse Working Group on Tribal Sovereignty and Indigenous Peoples and Politics. ISN and the working group benefited from the location in Toronto, as we were able to welcome more Canadian based scholars, practitioners, and indigenous peoples. We also had the opportunity to commemorate the life and work of one of our founding and most influential members, Darlene Williams, who had been an APSA Minority Fellow and a long time member of the Race and Politics Section. It was a fitting tribute, as Darlene particularly enjoyed the city of Toronto and had many friends there.

At the 2010 Annual Meeting we are pleased to offer a panel on “Self Determination: Resistance and Resiliency,” as well as having several other presentations related to Indigenous peoples and politics on other panels. We welcome any questions, interest or new members. For more information, please contact Anne Flaherty at aflaher@siue.edu.
2010 REP Awards

BEST DISSERTATION AWARD

Sheryl R. Lightfoot, Departments of First Nations Studies and Political Science, University of British Columbia; Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota

*Indigenous Global Politics*

Selection Committee:
Louis DeSipio, University of California, Irvine (Chair)
Barbara L. Graham, University of Missouri-St. Louis
Cara Wong, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

BEST BOOKS (published in 2009)

Best Book on Race, Ethnicity, Institutions and Public Policy:

Best Book on Race, Ethnicity, Political Participation and Public Opinion:
Susan Eva Eckstein, *The Immigrant Divide: How Cuban Americans Changed the U.S. and their Homeland* (Routledge)

Best Book on Race, Ethnicity, and Political Thought:

Selection Committee:
Andrew Aoki, Augsburg College (Chair)
Reuel Rogers, Northwestern University
Robin Jacobson, University of Puget Sound
Kevin Bruyneell, Babson College
Marissa Abrajano, University of California San Diego
** REP Section Officers 2009-2010 **

** Co-Chairs: **
Michael A. Jones-Correa, Cornell University, mj64@cornell.edu  
Valeria Sinclair-Chapman, University of Rochester, vsc@ur.rochester.edu

** Conference Program Co-Chairs **
Dara Z. Strolovitch, University of Minnesota, dzs@umn.edu  
Arturo Vega, St. Mary’s University, avega2@stmarytx.edu

** Secretary:**  
Jessica Monforti, University of Texas, Pan America, lavariegaj@utpa.edu

** Treasurer:**  
Tyson King-Meadow, University of Maryland, Baltimore County, tkingmea@umbc.edu

** REP Newsletter Co-Editors:**
Catherine Paden, Simmons College, catherine.paden@simmons.edu  
Natalie Masuoka, Tufts University, natalie.masuoka@tufts.edu

** Web Administrator:**
Jimmy Dizon, University of California, Santa Barbara, jdizon@polsci.ucsb.edu

** Listserv Editor**
Paula Mohan, University of Wisconsin, mohanp@uww.edu

** Executive Council **
Lorrie Frasure, UCLA (2008-2010), lfrasure@polisci.ucla.edu  
Ron Hayduk, CUNY, Borough of Manhattan Community College (2008-2010), rhayduk@igc.org  
Amy Cabrera Rasmussen, California State University Long Beach (2008-2010), arasmu@csulb.edu  
Gabriel Sanchez, University of New Mexico (2008-2010), sanchezg@unm.edu  
Paru Shah, Macalester College (2008-2010), shahp@macalester.edu  
Khalila Brown-Dean, Yale University (2009-2011), khalilah.brown-dean@yale.edu  
Daniel HoSang, University of Oregon (2009-2011), dhosang@uoregon.edu  
Sheryl Lightfoot, University of British Columbia (2009-2011), sheryl.lightfoot@ubc.ca  
Michael Minta, Washington University in St. Louis (2009-2011), mminta@wustl.edu  
Shayla Nunnally, University of Connecticut (2009-2011), shayla.nunnally@uconn.edu

** Graduate Student Issues Committee:**
Kathy Rim, University of California, Irvine, krim@uci.edu (chair)  
Janay Cody, University of Notre Dame, jcodey1@nd.edu  
Francisco Pedreza, University of Washington, fpedreza@u.washington.edu  
Michael Lerma, University of Arizona, lerma@email.arizona.edu

** Nominating Committee: **
Paula Mohan, University of Wisconsin, White Water, mohanp@uww.edu (Chair)  
Lisa Garcia-Bedolla University of California, Berkeley, lgarcia@berkeley.edu  
Dianne Pinderhughes, University of Notre Dame, dpinderh@nd.edu  
Pei-te Lien, University of California, Santa Barbara, plien@polsci.ucsb.edu
REP Section Officers 2010-2011 (nominations as of August 12, 2010)

Co-Presidents:
Valeria Sinclair-Chapman, University of Rochester, 2009-2011
Karthick Ramakrishan, University of California, Riverside, 2010-2012

Secretary:
Jessica Monfortilavariiegai@utpa.edu, University of Texas, Pan America

Treasurer:
Tyson King-Meadowtkingmea@umbc.edu, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Newsletter Co-Editors:
Catherine Paden catherine.paden@simmons.edu, Simmons College
Natalie Masuoka natalie.masuoka@tufts.edu, Tufts University

Web Administrator:
Jimmy Dizonjdizon@polsi.ucsb.edu, University of California, Santa Barbara

Listserv Editor:
Paula Mohan paulamohan@gmail.com, University of Wisconsin, Whitewater

Executive Council
Khalilah Brown-Dean khailiah.brown-dean@yale.edu, Yale University (2009-2011)
Daniel HoSang dhosang@uoregon.edu, University of Oregon (2009-2011)
Sheryl Lightfoot sheryl.lightfoot@ubc.ca, University of British Columbia (2009-2011)
Michael Minta mminta@wustl.edu, Washington University in St. Louis (2009-2011)
Shayla Nunnally shayla.nunnally@uconn.edu, University of Connecticut (2009-2011)
Dorian Warren dorian.warren@sipa.columbia.edu, Columbia University (2010-2012)
Hector Perla hperla@ucsc.edu, University of California, Santa Cruz (2010-2012)
Rene Rocha rene-rocha@uiowa.edu, University of Iowa (2010-2012)
Tia Stokes-Brown a.stokes-brown@bucknell.edu, Bucknell University (2010-2012)
Carolyn Wong carolyn_wong_sfbay@yahoo.com, Carleton College (2010-2012)

Graduate Student Issues Committee
Janay Cody j Cody1@nd.edu, University of Notre Dame (chair)
Heather Silber Mohamed Heather_Silber@Brown.edu, Brown University
Robert Scharr wsntncup@ufl.edu, University of Florida
Emiliana Patlan epatlan@umail.ucsb.edu, University of California, Santa Barbara

Best Book Award Committee
Robin Jacobson rjacobson@pugetsound.edu, University of Puget Sound (Chair)
Sharon Wright Austin polsddw@ufl.edu, University of Florida
Joseph Yi joyichicago@yahoo.com, University of Chicago
Melissa Michelson melissa.michelson@gmail.com, Menlo College
Maruice Mangum maruicemangum@yahoo.com, Texas Southern University

Best Dissertation Award Committee
Cara Wong carawong@illinois.edu, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (Chair)
Chris Parker cpsparker@u.washington.edu, University of Washington
John Mollenkopf jmollenkopf@gc.cuny.edu, City University of New York, Graduate Center

Nominating Committee
Dianne Pinderhughes dpinderh@nd.edu, University of Notre Dame (Chair)
Rodney Hero rhero@berkeley.edu, University of California Berkeley
Andrew Aoki aoki@augsburg.edu, Augsburg College
Todd Shaw shawtc@mailbox.sc.edu, University of South Carolina
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Co-sponsored by</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32-2</td>
<td>Race, Self, and Culture: The Neglected Contributions of Alain Locke to Political Science</td>
<td>Foundations of Political Theory, Panel 2-8</td>
<td>Sunday, September 5, 2010, 10:15-12</td>
<td>Marriott Delaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-3</td>
<td>The Political Psychology of Race: Beyond Black and White, and Beyond the American Case</td>
<td>Political Psychology, Panel 5-2</td>
<td>Friday, September 3, 2010, 8-9:45</td>
<td>Hilton Georgetown East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-4</td>
<td>Race, Ethnicity, and Public Opinion</td>
<td>Political Psychology, Panel 5-3</td>
<td>Sunday, September 5, 2010, 10:15-12</td>
<td>Marriott Jefferson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-5</td>
<td>Theme Panel: International Migration Under Economic Stress</td>
<td>T-17 and Advanced Industrial Societies, Panel 14-14</td>
<td>Friday, September 3, 2010, 2:00 PM-3:45 PM</td>
<td>Hilton Independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-6</td>
<td>Constitutionalism and the Question of Race</td>
<td>Constitutional Law and Jurisprudence, Panel 27-5</td>
<td>Friday, September 3, 2010, 8-9:45</td>
<td>Marriott Nathan Hale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-7</td>
<td>Revisiting Racial Politics in American Cities</td>
<td>Urban Politics, 30-12</td>
<td>Thursday, September 2, 2010, 2-3:45</td>
<td>Hilton Cabinet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-8</td>
<td>Marginalization and Citizenship in Times of Crisis</td>
<td>APSA Committee on Civic Education and Engagement, Panel 2</td>
<td>Saturday, September 4, 2010, 4:15-6:00</td>
<td>Hilton Georgetown East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-9</td>
<td>Author Meets Readers: Lisa Miller’s The Perils of Federalism</td>
<td>Federalism and Intergovernmental Relations, Panel 28-9</td>
<td>Thursday, September 2, 2010, 4-6:00 PM</td>
<td>Marriott Thurgood Marshall Ballroom South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-11</td>
<td>Latin@ Political Thought: Constructing a Paradigm</td>
<td>Latino Caucus in Political Science, Panel 2</td>
<td>Thursday, September 2, 2010, 2-3:45</td>
<td>Marriott Jefferson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-12</td>
<td>The Politics of Coalitions, Intersectionality, and Linked-Fate</td>
<td>Latino Caucus in Political Science, Panel 2</td>
<td>Thursday, September 2, 2010, 8-9:45</td>
<td>Marriott Balcony A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-14</td>
<td>Intersectionality and Representation</td>
<td>Women and Politics Research, Panel 31-16</td>
<td>Friday, September 3, 2010, 8-9:45</td>
<td>Marriott Virginia A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-16</td>
<td>Race and the Politics of Health Policy</td>
<td>Health Politics and Policy, Panel 48-3</td>
<td>Thursday, September 2, 2010, 10:15-12</td>
<td>Marriott Balcony A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-18</td>
<td>Author Meets Critics: Roundtable on Christopher Parker’s Fighting for Democracy: Black Veterans and the Struggle against White Supremacy in the Postwar South</td>
<td>Politics and History, Panel 7-22</td>
<td>Thursday, September 2, 2010, 10-12</td>
<td>Marriott Balcony B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Co-sponsored by</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-19</td>
<td><strong>Race, Ethnicity, and Civic Engagement</strong></td>
<td>APSA Committee on Civic Education and Engagement, Panel 1</td>
<td>Friday, September 3, 2010, 4:15-6</td>
<td>Hilton L'Enfant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-20</td>
<td><strong>Race and American Histories</strong></td>
<td>Politics and History, Panel 7-23</td>
<td>Friday, September 3, 2010, 4:15-6</td>
<td>Hilton Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-21</td>
<td><strong>Interrogating the Intersection Between Race, Ethnicity, and Nationhood</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sunday, September 5, 2010, 8-9:45</td>
<td>Marriott Tyler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-22</td>
<td><strong>When is a Crisis a Catastrophe? Hurricane Katrina, Foreclosures, AIDS, and the Construction of Urban Crises</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thursday, September 2, 2010, 8-9:45</td>
<td>Marriott Balcony B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-23</td>
<td><strong>Immigration and Urban Politics</strong></td>
<td>Urban Politics, Panel 30-14</td>
<td>Friday, September 3, 2010, 4-6</td>
<td>Marriott Wilson B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-24</td>
<td><strong>Race, Representation, and the Construction of Citizens</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Saturday, September 4, 2010, 10:15-12</td>
<td>Hilton Columbia 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-25</td>
<td><strong>The Challenges of Immigration at the Sub-National Level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Saturday, September 4, 2010, 4:15-6</td>
<td>Hilton Columbia 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-26</td>
<td><strong>Race, Religion, and American Politics</strong></td>
<td>Religion and Politics, Panel 33-10</td>
<td>Saturday, September 4, 2010, 10:15-12</td>
<td>Hilton Columbia 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-28</td>
<td><strong>African-American Voting Behavior</strong></td>
<td>Elections and Voting Behavior, Panel 36-23</td>
<td>Friday, September 3, 2010, 10:15-12</td>
<td>Omni Blue Room</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
32-1 Du Bois as a Political Philosopher: A Roundtable on New Books by Robert Gooding-Williams and Lawrie Balfour
Co-sponsored by Foundations of Political Theory, Panel 2-5

Date: Saturday, September 4, 2010, 10:15-12:00
Location: Omni Council Room

Chair: Jack Turner, University of Washington, jturner3@u.washington.edu

Participants:
Tommie Shelby, Harvard University, tshelby@fas.harvard.edu
Cristina Beltran, Haverford College, cbeltran@haverford.edu
Rogers M. Smith, University of Pennsylvania, rogerss@sas.upenn.edu

Discussants:
Robert Gooding-Williams, University of Chicago, bgoodingwilliams@uchicago.edu
Lawrie Balfour, University of Virginia, klb3q@virginia.edu

32-2 Race, Self, and Culture: The Neglected Contributions of Alain Locke to Political Science
Co-sponsored by Foundations of Political Theory, Panel 2-8

Date: Sunday, September 5, 2010, 10:15-12
Location: Marriott Delaware

Chair: Errol A. Henderson, Pennsylvania State University, eah13@psu.edu

Authors:
Alain Locke, the Howard School, and the Evolution of International Relations Scholarship
Robert Vitalis, University of Pennsylvania, rvitalis@sas.upenn.edu

Restoring the ‘Directed’ Self: Alain Locke and the Aesthetic Conditions for Democracy
Michelle Smith, University of Florida, msmith@ufl.edu

Cultural Pluralism and Critical Pluralism: Alain Locke, Franz Boas and the Anthropology of Race and Culture in Early Twentieth Century Thought
Ethan Zane Miller, Johns Hopkins University, ethanzanemiller@gmail.com

From Alain Locke to Clementine Barfield: The Evolution of Cultural Revolution in Black America
Errol A. Henderson, Pennsylvania State University, eah13@psu.edu

Discussant: Adolph L. Reed, University of Pennsylvania, alreed2@earthlink.net
32-3 The Political Psychology of Race: Beyond Black and White, and Beyond the American Case
Co-sponsored by Political Psychology, Panel 5-2

Date: Friday, September 3, 2010, 8-9:45
Location: Hilton Georgetown East

Chair: Brent E. Sasley, University of Texas, Arlington, bsasley@uta.edu

Authors:
The Effect of Ethnicity and Gender Cues on the Evaluation of Local Officials in Russia: Experimental Results from Three Russian Regions
Richard E. Matland, Loyola University, Chicago, rmatlan@luc.edu
Olga A. Avdeyeva, Loyola University Chicago, oavdeyeva@luc.edu

Natalie Masuoka, Tufts University, natalie.masuoka@tufts.edu

Thomas Craemer, University of Connecticut, thomas.craemer@uconn.edu
Byron D’Andra Orey, Jackson State University, byron.d.orey@jsms.edu
Hyung Lae Park, Jackson State University, hyung.l.park@jsms.edu

Perceptions of Racial Discrimination and the State in Britain
Benjamin T. Bowyer, Santa Clara University, bbowyer@scu.edu

Protests, Politics and Politicians: Exploring the Determinants of American Latino Identity
Ali Adam Valenzuela, Stanford University, alival@stanford.edu
Discussant: Michael Tesler, UCLA, mtesler2@ucla.edu
32-4 Race, Ethnicity, and Public Opinion
Co-sponsored by Political Psychology, Panel 5-3

Date: Sunday, September 5, 2010, 10:15-12
Location: Marriott Jefferson

Chair: Ismail K. White, Ohio State University, whiteik@polisci.osu.edu

Authors:
Developing a Framework for Examining Racial Resentment
David C. Wilson, University of Delaware, dcwilson@udel.edu
Darren Davis, University of Notre Dame, Darren.Davis@nd.edu

The Liberal Tradition in America Reconsidered: How Group Differences Affect Attitudes Toward Economic Inequality in the United States
Paul R. Viotti, California State University, Chico, pviotti@csuchico.edu
Gabriel Aguilera, California State University, Chico, gaguilera1@csuchico.edu

Measurement and Identification of Media Priming Effects
L. Matthew Vandenbroek, University of Texas, Austin, lmvandenbroek@mail.utexas.edu
Nicholas A. Valentino, University of Michigan, nvalenti@umich.edu
Kosuke Imai, Princeton University, kimai@Princeton.Edu
Teppei Yamamoto, Princeton University, tyamamot@princeton.edu

Understanding the Perceptions of the Black Masses: An Analysis of Chronic Racial Salience and Public Agenda Setting
Chryl Laird, Ohio State University, chryl.laird@gmail.com

Automatic Nativist Preferences, Social Desirability, and Immigration Policy Attitudes
Benjamin R. Knoll, Centre College, benjamin.knoll@centre.edu

Discussants:
Christopher M. Federico, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, federico@umn.edu
Ismail K. White, Ohio State University, whiteik@polisci.osu.edu
**32-5 Theme Panel: International Migration Under Economic Stress**  
Co-sponsored by T-17 and Advanced Industrial Societies, Panel 14-14

Date: Friday, September 3, 2010, 2:00 PM-3:45 PM  
Location: Hilton Independence

Chair: James F. Hollifield  
Southern Methodist University, jhollifi@mail.smu.edu

Authors:
Public Responses to Globalization: Does Economic Adversity Mitigate or Aggravate Group Differences?  
Ted Brader, University of Michigan, tbrader@umich.edu  
Nicholas A. Valentino, University of Michigan, nvalenti@umich.edu

Globalisation Backlash? The Influence of Global Governance in Trade and Immigration  
Lucie Cerna, University of Oxford, lucie.cerna@politics.ox.ac.uk  
William Hynes, University of Oxford, william.hynes@jesus.ox.ac.uk

Immigration Control and the ‘Undeserving Poor’: Admissions, Welfare, and Deportation in Good Times and Bad  
Dan Tichenor, University of Oregon, tichenor@uoregon.edu

What Interests do Immigrant Advocates Represent?  
Rodolfo O. de la Garza, Columbia University, rod2001@columbia.edu

Discussant: James F. Hollifield, Southern Methodist University, jhollifi@mail.smu.edu

---

**32-6 Constitutionalism and the Question of Race**  
Co-sponsored by Constitutional Law and Jurisprudence, Panel 27-5

Date: Friday, September 3, 2010, 8-9:45  
Location: Marriott Nathan Hale

Chair: Michelle D. Deardorff, Jackson State University, michelle.d.deardorff@jsums.edu

Authors:
Race-Neutrality and the Constitution  
Evan Gerstmann, Loyola Marymount University, egerstma@lmu.edu

The Changing Meaning of Race: From Liberal-Individualism to BFOQs (Bonafide Occupational Qualifications)  
Paul Frymer, Princeton University, pfrymer@princeton.edu

"That Emergency:" Race, Slaughterhouse and Reconstruction  
Daniel H. Kato, Kalamazoo College, dani elkato@gmail.com

The End of Rights  
Vincent Jungkunz, Ohio University, jungkunz@ohio.edu

Racial Disparities in Representation: Equal Justice Under Law?  
John D. Griffin, University of Notre Dame, John.Griffin@nd.edu  
Michael Thomas Hartney, National Governors Association, mhartney@nd.edu

Discussants:  
Mark A. Kessler, Texas Woman's University, MKessler@twu.edu  
Mark A. Graber, University of Maryland, mgrabber@law.umd.edu
32-7 **Revisiting Racial Politics in American Cities**
Co-sponsored by Urban Politics, 30-12

Date: Thursday, September 2, 2010, 2-3:45
Location: Hilton Cabinet

Chair: Sharon Denise Austin, University of Florida, polssdw@ufl.edu

Authors:
The Evolution of Mexican American Political Participation- The Case of San Antonio, TX, 1980's-2010
John G. Bretting, University of Texas, El Paso, jbretting@utep.edu
Arturo Vega, St. Mary’s University, avega2@stmarytx.edu

Neither Here nor There: The Rise and Fall of Chi-City's Hispanic Democratic Organization (HDO)
Jaime Dominguez, Northwestern University, j-dominguez@northwestern.edu

The New Race-Neutrality and Changing Urban Education Regimes
Kathryn Ames McDermott, University of Massachusetts-Amherst, mcdermott@educ.umass.edu
Erica Frankenberg, University of California, Los Angeles, ericafranken@gmail.com
Sarah Diem, University of Missouri, diems@missouri.edu
Elizabeth DeBray-Pelot, University of Georgia, edebay@uga.edu

Space, Place, and Asian American Politics: Evidence from the 2008 National Asian American Survey
S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, University of California, Riverside, karthick@ucr.edu
Jane Y. Junn, University of Southern California, junn@usc.edu
Taeku Lee, University of California, Berkeley, taekulee@berkeley.edu
Janelle Wong, University of Southern California, janellew@usc.edu

…The Black [Middle] Man’s Land? The Contemporary Black Class Dynamics of Urban Electoral Mobilization
Todd C. Shaw, University of South Carolina, shawtc@mailbox.sc.edu
Athena M. King, University of South Carolina, kingam@mailbox.sc.edu

Discussant: Christina M. Greer, Fordham University
### 32-8 Marginalization and Citizenship in Times of Crisis
Co-sponsored by APSA Committee on Civic Education and Engagement, Panel 2

Date: Saturday, September 4, 2010, 4:15-6:  
Location: Hilton Georgetown East

Chair: Rogers M. Smith, University of Pennsylvania, rogerss@sas.upenn.edu

Authors:
Enlightened Catastrophism? The Politics of Managing Catastrophes  
Antonio Y. Vazquez Arroyo, University of Minnesota

War, What is it Good For?  
Christopher S. Parker, University of Washington, csparker@u.washington.edu

Advocacy in Hard Times: Representing Marginalized Groups in Times of National Crisis  
Dara Z. Strolovitch, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, dzs@umn.edu

Indigenous Politics and Political Representation in Hard Times: Bolivia in Comparative Perspective  
Mala N. Htun, New School for Social Research, htun@mindspring.com

Cohesion in Crisis? The Effects of a Real-World Threat on Social Capital and Group Relations in Great Britain  
Taeku Lee, University of California, Berkeley, taekulee@berkeley.edu  
Alex Street, University of California, Berkeley, alexstreet@berkeley.edu

Discussant: Suzanne Mettler, Cornell University, sbm24@cornell.edu

### 32-9 Author Meets Readers: Lisa Miller’s The Perils of Federalism
Co-sponsored by Federalism and Intergovernmental Relations, Panel 28-9

Date: Thursday, September 2, 2010, 4-6:00 PM  
Location: Marriott Thurgood Marshall Ballroom South

Chair: Naomi Murakawa, University of Washington, Seattle, murakawa@u.washington.edu

Participant(s): Lisa L. Miller, Rutgers University, miller@polisci.rutgers.edu  
Paul Frymer, Princeton University, pfrymer@princeton.edu  
Michael Leo Owens, Emory University, michael.leo.owens@emory.edu  
Vesla Mae Weaver, University of Virginia, vmweaver@virginia.edu

### 32-10 Newcomers, Outsiders, and Insiders: Immigrants and American Racial Politics in the Early 21st Century

Date: Saturday, September 4, 2010, 2-3:45  
Location: Hilton Columbia 6

Chair: Michael A. Jones-Correa, Cornell University, mj64@cornell.edu

Participants:
Paula D. McClain, Duke University, pmclain@duke.edu  
John H. Mollenkopf, CUNY, Graduate Center, jmollenkopf@gc.cuny.edu  
Pei-te Lien, University of California, Santa Barbara, plien@polsci.ucsb.edu  
Andrew L. Aoki, Augsburg College, aoki@augsburg.edu  
Rodney E. Hero, University of Notre Dame, rhero@berkeley.edu

Discussants:
Ronald J. Schmidt, California State University, Long Beach, rschmidt@csulb.edu  
Yvette M. Alex-Assensoh, Indiana University, Bloomington, yalex@indiana.edu
32-11 Latin@ Political Thought: Constructing a Paradigm
Co-sponsored by Latino Caucus in Political Science, Panel 1

Date: Thursday, September 2, 2010, 2-3:45
Location: Marriott Jefferson

Chair: Mark Q. Sawyer, University of California, Los Angeles, msawyer@polisci.ucla.edu

Authors:
Fragile, But No Mere Illusion: New Directions in Latino Politics
Cristina Beltran, Haverford College, cbeltran@haverford.edu

What Part of Illegal Don't We Understand? Latin@ Visions of Sovereignty
Ines Valdez, University of Oxford, inevaldez@gmail.com

Latina/o Political Thought: Exploring the Relationship Between Decentered Subjectivity, Coalition Building, and Sustained Political Solidarity
Edwina Barvosa, University of California, Santa Barbara, barvosa@chicst.ucsb.edu

Latino Political Thought and the Conundrum of Race
Juliet Hooker, University of Texas, Austin, juliethooker@mail.utexas.edu

Discussants:
Linda Martin-Alcoff, Hunter College, lmartina@hunter.cuny.edu
Arlene Davila, New York University, arlene.davila@nyu.edu

32-12 The Politics of Coalitions, Intersectionality, and Linked-Fate
Co-sponsored by the Latino Caucus in Political Science, Panel 2

Date: Thursday, September 2, 2010, 8-9:45
Location: Marriott Balcony A

Chair: Jessica L. Lavariega Monforti, University of Texas, Pan American, lavariegaj@utpa.edu

Authors:
Black - Latino Electoral Coalitions: Co-Ethnic Cues and Candidate Preference
Andrea Benjamin, University of Michigan, andreabz@umich.edu

Competition, Linked Fate or Something Else: Explaining Latino Perceptions of Black-Brown Relations in Urban America
Valerie J. Martinez-Ebers, University of North Texas, valmartinez@unt.edu
Tetsuya Matsubayashi, University of North Texas, tmatsubayashi@unt.edu
Philip Paolino, University of North Texas, paolino@unt.edu
Tony E. Carey, University of North Texas, Tony.Carey@unt.edu

Are Our Separate Struggles Really One? Elite Messages and African American Perceptions of Commonality with Latinos
Tatishe Mavovosi Nteta, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, nteta@polsci.umass.edu
Kevin Jay Wallsten, California State University, Long Beach, kwallste@csulb.edu

Politics Between Black and White
Lauren D. Davenport, Princeton University, ldavenpo@princeton.edu

Crisis and Coalitions: The Origins of Cross-ethnic Alliances in New York City and Los Angeles
Michael Javen Fortner, University of Illinois, Chicago, fortner@fas.harvard.edu

Discussants:
John G. Bretting, University of Texas, El Paso, jbretting@utep.edu
Brandon G. Valeriano, University of Illinois, Chicago, bvaler@uic.edu
32-13 Citizenship, Panethnicity, and Racial Formation
Co-sponsored by the Asian Pacific American Caucus, Panel 1

Date: Saturday, September 4, 2010, 2-3:45
Location: Hilton Columbia 10

Chair: Kim Geron, California State University, East Bay, kim.geron@csueastbay.edu

Authors:
Politics of Regulation and Translation of National Origin Discrimination Laws into Civil Rights for Language Minorities
Ming Hsu Chen, University of California, Berkeley, minghsuchen@berkeley.edu

Mixed Messages and Signals: The Salience of Pan-Ethnic, National Origin, or Racial Identities in Response to Ethnic Cues in Latino Political Participation
Porsha Cropper, Harvard University, pcropper@fas.harvard.edu

Race and Religion: South Asian Immigrants and Challenges of Panethnicity
Sangay K. Mishra, University of Southern California, skm@usc.edu

Compromising Citizenship: Examining Racialization, Masculine Protectionism and Securitization through the Cases of Yasser Hamdi and Jose Padilla
Anna Sampaio, Rutgers University, asampaio@rci.rutgers.edu

Toothless: Race, the War on Drugs, and the Methamphetamine Epidemic
Naomi Murakawa, University of Washington, Seattle, murakawa@u.washington.edu

Discussants:
Natalie Masuoka, Tufts University, natalie.masuoka@tufts.edu
H. L. T. Quan, Arizona State University, h.q@asu.edu

Wendy G. Smooth, Ohio State University, smooth.l@osu.edu
Erica Townsend-Bell, University of Iowa, erica-townsend-bell@uiowa.edu
**32-14 Intersectionality and Representation**  
Co-sponsored by Women and Politics Research, Panel 31-16

Date: Friday, September 3, 2010, 8-9:45  
Location: Marriott Virginia A

Chair: Wendy G. Smooth, Ohio State University, smooth.1@osu.edu

Authors:  
Intersectional Stereotypes: How Gender, Race, and Partisan Stereotypes Interact in Evaluations of Political Candidates  
Brittany Stalsburg, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, brittany.stalsburg@hotmail.com  
Tessa M. Ditonto, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, tessa.ditonto@gmail.com

When Do Special Rules for Ethnic Minorities Increase the Election of Women?  
Stephanie S. Holmsten, University of Texas, Austin, ssholmsten@mail.utexas.edu

Media Coverage of Minority Congresswomen and Voter Evaluations: Evidence from an Online Experimental Study  
Sarah Allen Gershon, Georgia State University, sgershon@gsu.edu

On Intersectionality, Internal Hierarchies, and Interest Group Dilemmas: Rethinking a Research Framework  
Daniel HoSang, University of Oregon, dhosang@uoregon.edu

Who’s Worth Representing?: Advanced Marginalization in the Context of Representation of African American Women Legislators  
Nadia E. Brown, Rutgers University, nbrown22@rci.rutgers.edu

Discussants:  
Wendy G. Smooth, Ohio State University, smooth.1@osu.edu  
Erica Townsend-Bell, University of Iowa, erica-townsend-bell@uiowa.edu

**32-15 Public Opinion: Immigrants and Immigration**  
Co-sponsored by Public Opinion, Panel 37-3

Date: Friday, September 3, 2010, 10-12:00  
Location: Marriott Thurgood Marshall Ballroom South

Chair: Tony Affigne, Providence College, affigne@providence.edu

Authors:  
How Ethnic Attachment Differentiates Mexican-Americans’ Voting and Opinion Behavior: Experimental and Survey Evidence  
Rosario Aguilar-Pariente, University of California, San Diego, rosario.aguilarp@gmail.com

Group Attitudes toward Immigration: Symbolic Racism and Realistic Group Conflict  
Philip Paolino, University of North Texas, paolino@unt.edu  
Valerie J. Martinez-Ebers, University of North Texas, valmartinez@unt.edu

School Matters: The Role of School Institutions in Latino Immigrant Political Socialization  
Marcela Garcia-Castanon, University of Washington, Seattle, marcegc@u.washington.edu

Latino Politics: The Political Leverage of Second-Generation Immigrant Adolescents  
Vanessa Cruz, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, vcz@umich.edu

Race, Citizenship, and Attitudes Toward Public Benefits for Noncitizens in the U.S.  
Julie Lee Merseth, University of Chicago, jmerseth@uchicago.edu

Discussant:  
Jaime Dominguez, Northwestern University, j-dominguez@northwestern.edu
32-16 Race and the Politics of Health Policy
Co-sponsored by Health Politics and Policy, Panel 48-3
Date: Thursday, September 2, 2010, 10:15-12
Location: Marriott Balcony A

Chair: Shanna Pearson-Merkowitz, University of Rhode Island, shannapm@gmail.com

Authors:
Political Culture and Black-White Infant Mortality in the United States
Rongal Nikora, University of New Mexico, nikora@unm.edu

The Politics of Genomics Research: The Implications of DNA for Racial Identity and Race-based Medicine
Maya Sen, Harvard University, msen@fas.harvard.edu
Jennifer L. Hochschild, Harvard University, hochschild@gov.harvard.edu

Health Care Reform in Hard Times: Distinctions of Deservingness in the Obama Health Care Debates
Susanne Beechey, Whitman College, beechesn@whitman.edu

At the Cross-Roads of Reform: How Health Care and Immigration Policy Reform Impact Latino Support of President Obama and Congress
Jillian Medeiros, University of New Mexico, jamedeir@unm.edu
Gabriel Sanchez, University of New Mexico, sanchezg@unm.edu
Shannon Sanchez-Youngman, University of New Mexico, santerry@unm.edu

The Contribution of Health Inequalities and Mortality Gaps between African Americans and Whites to Disparities in Voter Turnout
Javier M. Rodriguez, University of California, Los Angeles, javier.rodriguez@ucla.edu

Discussant: Robert Mickey, University of Michigan, rmickey@umich.edu

32-17 Race and Ethnicity in State Politics and Policy
Co-sponsored by State Politics and Policy, Panel 29-11
Date: Saturday, September 4, 2010, 4:15 PM-6:00 PM
Location: Hilton Columbia 7

Chair: Christopher Muste, University of Montana, christopher.muste@umontana.edu

Authors:
What Does Policy Adoption Mean? The Representation of Noncitizens in Policymaking
Adriano Udani, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, udani001@umn.edu

Cross-national Variations in Immigration Control Policy
Tom K. Wong, University of California, Riverside, tak.wong@email.ucr.edu

The Changing Role of Race in Social Service Attitude Formation
Shanna Pearson-Merkowitz, University of Rhode Island, shannapm@gmail.com
Joshua J. Dyck, University at Buffalo, SUNY, jdyck@buffalo.edu
Laura Hussey, University of Maryland, Baltimore County, lhussey@umbc.edu

Racial Spectacles: The Production of Colorblindness through the Initiative Process
Rose Ernst, Seattle University, ernstr@seattleu.edu
Angelique Davis, Seattle University, adavis@seattleu.edu

Revisiting Who Loses in American Democracy
Antoine Yoshinaka, University of California, Riverside, antoine.yoshinaka@ucr.edu
Christian R. Grose, University of Southern California, cgrose@usc.edu

Discussant: Daniel HoSang, University of Oregon, dhosang@uoregon.edu
32-18 Author Meets Critics: Roundtable on Christopher Parker's Fighting for Democracy: Black Veterans and the Struggle against White Supremacy in the Postwar South
Co-sponsored by Politics and History, Panel 7-22

Date: Thursday, September 2, 2010, 10-12
Location: Marriott Balcony B

Chair: Dara Z. Strolovitch, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, dzs@umn.edu

Participants:
Christopher S. Parker, University of Washington, csparker@u.washington.edu
Philip A. Klinkner, Hamilton College, pklinkne@hamilton.edu
Alvin B. Tillery, Rutgers University, atillery@rci.rutgers.edu
Mark Q. Sawyer, University of California, Los Angeles, msawyer@polisci.ucla.edu

32-19 Race, Ethnicity, and Civic Engagement
Co-sponsored by the APSA Committee on Civic Education and Engagement, Panel 1

Date: Friday, September 3, 2010, 4:15-6
Location: Hilton L’Enfant

Chair: S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, University of California, Riverside, karthick@ucr.edu

Authors:
The Incorporation of Immigrant Youth: The Effect of Political Organizing Trainings on the Political Engagement of Immigrant Youth
Hahrie C. Han, RWJ Fellow, Harvard/Wellesley College, hhan@rwj.harvard.edu

Immigration, Social Citizenship Rights and Civic Participation by Immigrants in Europe
Sofia A. Perez, Boston University, sperez@bu.edu

Daniel Q. Gillion, University of Pennsylvania, dgillion@sas.upenn.edu

The Impact of Panethnicity on Asian American and Latino Political Participation
Tae Eun Min, University of Iowa, taeun-min@uiowa.edu

Voter Turnout in Multilingual Elections
Bernard L. Fraga, Harvard University, bfraga@fas.harvard.edu

Discussants:
Jane Y. Junn, University of Southern California, junn@usc.edu
S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, University of California, Riverside, karthick@ucr.edu
32-20 Race and American Histories
Co-sponsored by Politics and History, Panel 7-23

Date: Friday, September 3, 2010, 4:15-6
Location: Hilton Morgan

Chair: Paul Frymer, Princeton University, pfrymer@princeton.edu

Authors:
Delay's Revenge? Racial Resentment, the Sotomayor Confirmation, and Anti-Court Sentiment
Tyson D. King-Meadows, University of Maryland, Baltimore County, tkingmea@umbc.edu

Civil Rights Liberalism and New Deal Liberalism Reconsidered
Eric Schickler, University of California, Berkeley, eschickler@berkeley.edu

Domestic Terrorism: Legal Lynchings and the Breakdown of Criminal Law During Redemption
Megan Ming Francis, Indiana University

The Effect of Policy Entrepreneurs in Fostering Racial Triangulation among Whites/Native Americans/Mexicans in California up to 1867
Athena M. King, University of South Carolina, kingam@mailbox.sc.edu

Richard Nixon’s Black Cabinet: Economic Civil Rights and the Nixon Administration
Leah M. Wright, Princeton University, lmwright@wesleyan.edu

Discussants:
Richard M. Valelly, Swarthmore College, rvalell1@swarthmore.edu
Ming Hsu Chen, University of California, Berkeley, minghsuchen@berkeley.edu

32-21 Interrogating the Intersection Between Race, Ethnicity, and Nationhood

Date: Sunday, September 5, 2010, 8-9:45
Location: Marriott Tyler

Chair: Rogers M. Smith, University of Pennsylvania, rogerss@sas.upenn.edu

Authors:
Unpacking Political Identity: Race, Ethnicity, and Nationhood in the United States
Jaime Gerardo Lluch, Collegio Carlo Alberto, jaime.lluch@gmail.com

Caste, Nation, and State Power in Modern India
Rinku Lamba, Jawaharlal Nehru University, rinku.lamba@gmail.com

Racism and Nationalism – Commonalities and Differences in Citizens’ Attitudes
Enric Martinez Herrera, Centro de Estudios Políticos y Constitucionales, emartine@eui.eu

The Thin Line Between Regionalism and Nationalism: A Theoretical Contribution to the Debate on Race, Ethnicity and Nationhood
Dejan Stjepanovic, European University Institute, dejan.stjepanovic@eui.eu

Multinational, Multiethnic, or Multiracial? The Politics of Citizenship in Spain and the United Kingdom
Jean Thomas Arrighi, European University Institute, Jean-Thomas.Arrighi@eui.eu

Discussant: Dorian T. Warren, Columbia University, dw2288@columbia.edu
32-22 When is a Crisis a Catastrophe? Hurricane Katrina, Foreclosures, AIDS, and the Construction of Urban Crises
Date: Thursday, September 2, 2010, 8-9:45
Location: Marriott Balcony B

Chair: Naomi Murakawa, University of Washington, murakawa@u.washington.edu

Authors:
Picturing the Subprime Crisis in Black and White
Amanda Rowe Tillotson, University of Michigan, tillotam@yahoo.com

Exploring New Boundaries: HIV/AIDS As A Local Crisis
Carla Jackson Willis, Ohio State University, alrac81@gmail.com

Discussant: Naomi Murakawa, University of Washington, murakawa@u.washington.edu

32-23 Immigration and Urban Politics
Co-sponsored by Urban Politics, Panel 30-14

Date: Friday, September 3, 2010, 4-6
Location: Marriott Wilson B

Chair: Karam Dana, Harvard University

Authors:
City Governance and Immigrant Incorporation
Alisa Hicklin Fryar, University of Oklahoma, ahicklin@ou.edu
Robert D. Wrinkle, University of Texas-Pan American, rdwe116@panam.edu
Rene R. Rocha, University of Iowa, rene-rocha@uiowa.edu

The Politics of Suburban Immigration: The Case of Carpentersville, Illinois
Thomas J. Vicino, Northeastern University, vicino@neu.edu

Exile Politics in Miami-Dade: A Look at Politics of the Cuban-Origin Population
Jessica L. Lavariega Monforti, University of Texas, Pan American, lavariegaj@utpa.edu

Establishing a Political Base: The Politics of Class in San Antonio, Texas, 1959 to 1966
Rodolfo Rosales, University of Texas, San Antonio, roдолfo.rosales@utsa.edu

From the (East) River to the Sea: Palestine and Palestinians in New York's Arab Community
Emily Wills, New School University, wille480@newschool.edu

Discussant: Jason P. Casellas, University of Texas, Austin, casellas@mail.utexas.edu
**32-24 Race, Representation, and the Construction of Citizens**

Date: Saturday, September 4, 2010, 10:15-12
Location: Hilton Columbia 11

Chair: Tatishe Mavovosi Nteta, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, nteta@polsci.umass.edu

Authors:
From Trailblazers to Tokens: The Changing Nature of Black Representation
Matthew B. Platt, Harvard University, mplatt@gov.harvard.edu

Intersectionality, Women of Color, and HIV/AIDS Policies
Karen L. Baird, Purchase College, SUNY, karen.baird@purchase.edu

The Poverty Draft? Exploring the Role of Socioeconomic Status in U.S. Military Recruitment of Hispanic Students
Adam McGlynn, University of Texas, Pan American, mcglynnaj@utpa.edu
Jessica L. Lavariega Monforti, University of Texas, Pan American, lavariegaj@utpa.edu

Symbolic Candidacies and the Significance of Third Parties: The African American Road to the White House
Christina M. Greer, Fordham University

Patriotism and the Intersection of Race, Gender, and Class
Christopher C. Towler, University of Colorado, Boulder, ctowler@u.washington.edu
Christopher S. Parker, University of Washington, csparker@u.washington.edu

Discussant: Michael D. Minta, Washington University in St. Louis, mminta@wustl.edu

**32-25 The Challenges of Immigration at the Sub-National Level**

Date: Saturday, September 4, 2010, 4:15-6
Location: Hilton Columbia 8

Chair: Jane Y. Junn, University of Southern California, junn@usc.edu

Authors:
Lina Y. Newton, CUNY, Hunter College, lnewton@hunter.cuny.edu

The Political Geography of Immigration Policy: American States and the Challenge of Immigration
Alexandra Filindra, Brown University, afilindra@yahoo.com

Federal Aliens, Local Citizens: Expansive Rights for Undocumented Immigrants in San Francisco
Els de Graauw, CUNY, Baruch College, Els.deGraauw@baruch.cuny.edu

From Welfare Law to Health Reform: The Unspoken Tale of Immigrants' Rights to Health Care
Anahi Viladrich, CUNY, Hunter College, aviladri@hunter.cuny.edu

Measuring the Dominant Society's Receptivity Toward Latinos and Immigrants
Francisco I. Pedraza, University of Washington, fpedraza@u.washington.edu

Discussant: Michael A. Jones-Correa, Cornell University, mj64@cornell.edu
32-26 Race, Religion, and American Politics
Co-sponsored by Religion and Politics, Panel 33-10

Date: Saturday, September 4, 2010, 10:15-12
Location: Hilton Columbia 12

Chair: Benjamin R. Knoll, Centre College, benjamin.knoll@centre.edu

Authors:
Placing Muslims in the American Context: Just How Different Are They?
Karam Dana, Harvard University
Dino N. Bozonelos, University of California, Riverside, dino.bozonelos@email.ucr.edu

Protestant Activism and Race
Michael Janson, University of Pennsylvania, michaeljanson2008@gmail.com

Jesus and Justice: The Moral Framing of the Black Policy Agenda
Larycia A. Hawkins, Wheaton College, larycia@yahoo.com

The Good (Muslim) Citizen: The Role of Religious and National Identity in American Muslim Political Socialization
Elizabeth Suhay, Lafayette College, suhaye@lafayette.edu
Brian R. Calfano, Missouri State University, briancaulfano@missouristate.edu

Discussant: Eric L. McDaniel, University of Texas, Austin, emcdaniel@mail.utexas.edu

32-27 Mobilization of Ethnic and Racial Minorities
Co-sponsored by Elections and Voting Behavior, Panel 36-22

Date: Friday, September 3, 2010, 2-3:45
Location: Omni Palladian Ballroom

Chair: Tatishe Mavovosi Nteta, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, nteta@polsci.umass.edu

Authors:
Voting When Nobody Cares: Predictors of Turnout and Vote Choice Among Muslim Americans
Matt A. Barreto, University of Washington, mbarreto@washington.edu
Karam Dana, Harvard University

White Outreach and Demographic Change: The Paradox of Black Political Incorporation in the South Post Smith v. Allwright
Loren Collingwood, University of Washington, loren.collingwood@gmail.com

From Exclusion to Inclusion: Negotiating Civic Engagement When Times are Always Hard
Khaililah L. Brown-Dean, Yale University, khaililah.brown-dean@yale.edu

Political Mobilization and Incorporation: The Case of Vietnamese-Americans in Orange County
Carole Jean Uhlman, University of California, Irvine, cuhlmaner@uci.edu
Peter Miller, University of California, Irvine, peterm@uci.edu

Racial Threat in the 2008 Presidential Election
Ryan D. Enos, Harvard University, renos@gov.harvard.edu

Discussants: David L. Leal, University of Texas, Austin, dleal@Austin.utexas.edu
32-28 African-American Voting Behavior
Co-sponsored by Elections and Voting Behavior, Panel 36-23

Date:     Friday, September 3, 2010, 10:15-12
Location: Omni Blue Room

Chair:     David L. Leal, University of Texas, Austin, dleal@austin.utexas.edu

Authors:
Black Voters, Black Candidates: Evaluating Race and Skin Tone Bias
Amy E. Lerman, Princeton University, alerman@princeton.edu
Meredith Leigh Sadin, Princeton University, msadin@Princeton.EDU
Sarah Peteraf, Princeton University, speteraf@gmail.com

Skin Complexion as a Voting Cue: Evidence from the 2008 Campaign
Shanto Iyengar, Stanford University, siyengar@stanford.edu
Kyu S. Hahn, Yonsei University, kyuhahn@ucla.edu
Solomon Messing, Stanford University

Winning the Race: Black Voter Turnout in the 2008 Presidential Election
Tasha S. Philpot, University of Texas at Austin, tphilpot@austin.utexas.edu
Daron R. Shaw, University of Texas, Austin, dshaw@austin.utexas.edu
Ernest McGowen, University of Texas at Austin, emcgowen@gov.utexas.edu

Purchasing Perceptual Accuracy? African-American Candidates and Campaign Expenditures
Matthew L. Jacobsmeier, University of New Orleans, mjacobsm@uno.edu

(Em) Power (ing) to the People: An Analysis of Obama’s Candidacy on Change in Black Efficacy over the 2008 Election.
Christopher Stout, Wellesley College, Cstout@uci.edu

Discussant:      Khalilah L. Brown-Dean, Yale University, khalilah.brown-dean@yale.edu